FOCUS: 20 YEAR ANNIVERSARY OF SEQUEST: EDITORIAL
Focus on the 20-Year Anniversary of SEQUEST his special focus of JASMS celebrates the 20th anniversary of the publication of a paper disclosing the development of SEQUEST, a program that analyzes MS/MS data of peptides to identify proteins [1] . This landmark database search method was developed and reported by Eng, McCormack, and Yates in 1994 and is the most highly cited paper ever published in JASMS. Michael Gross, who was editor, recalls that submission over 20 years ago. BDon Hunt called me and told me that John was having trouble publishing a paper with a new idea for identifying proteins. John had tried the usual high prestige journals but with only frustrating returns. I said that JASMS would gladly review, but I can't recall if I did the review myself, given the paper had already been reviewed at other journals, or if I sent it out for additional reviews. In any event, we accepted the paper for publication, and the rest is history. This incident demonstrates the reason for journals like JASMS-we are willing to take chances.T o commemorate this outstanding scientific contribution, a group of authors who have been instrumental in advancing software and technology for proteomics has been assembled for this special focus issue.
The special focus section opens with a compelling commentary by Michael Washburn that analyzes the impact of the SEQUEST disclosure based on the enormous array of subsequent scientific papers that have cited the original JASMS paper. This commentary is followed with an overview by John
Yates describing the advances in software and computer technology that have played monumental roles in the development of database search methods. In the third paper, David Tabb presents a perspective on the evolution of SEQUEST and the technical developments that further advanced its capabilities since its inception. Next, John Yates and co-workers provide a perspective on a comprehensive computational analysis pipeline for proteomics, which incorporates tools for identification and quantification of peptides, and analysis of posttranslational modifications, among other features. Michael MacCoss and co-workers describe a strategy to map and visualize the distribution of gene products for C. elegans over 11 developmental stages in the fifth paper.
Robert Moritz et al. present reSpect in the next paper, a post-search algorithm that facilitates the identification of low abundance peptides in the presence of high abundance peptides in shotgun proteomics workflows. In the seventh paper, Josh Coon and co-workers report an automated calibration routine to optimize the ETD reaction period that significantly increases the number of peptide identifications in bottom-up proteomics experiments. Rovshan Sadygov describes a method to integrating SEQUEST with databases of theoretical peptide sequences to create a de novo-enhanced search method. In the next paper, Jimmy Eng et al. provide a detailed assessment of Comet, an open-source MS/MS sequence database method. A strategy that combines the analysis of intact protein masses with companion MS/MS data from bottom-up experiments that offers a fast and effective means to identify homologous hemoglobin proteins from a variety of birds is described by Vicki Wysocki's group. In the 11th paper, Bin Ma reports software that improves the accuracy and speed of de novo sequencing via a new tool, Novor. In the final contribution, Evgeniy Petrotchenko and Christoph Borchers present a software program that facilitates the assignment of z-fragment ions produced by ECD and allows the determination of the number of exchanged amide protons in HDX workflows.
The development of SEQUEST has had a transformative impact on the success of mass spectrometry for proteomics applications, and the Journal of the American Society for Mass Spectrometry is honored to share this focus section to applaud Jimmy Eng, Ashley McCormack, and John Yates for their significant contribution.
